FIRST AID
First Aid is located on the pathway next to the Market Restaurant in LEGO® City. Emergency Medical Technicians are on duty during regular Park hours.

RESTROOMS
All restrooms in the Park have wheelchair accessible stalls. Additional wheelchair accessible restrooms can be found in First Aid.

WHEELCHAIR RENTAL
Wheelchairs are rented on a first-come, first-served basis at the Mini Market just inside the Park entrance. Wheelchairs cannot be booked in advance.

DINING
All restaurants are wheelchair accessible. If assistance is needed, please notify one of our Model Citizens.

SHOPS
All shops are wheelchair accessible. If assistance is needed, please notify one of our Model Citizens.

WAIT TIMES
Auxiliary entrances are not intended to bypass waiting in line. There may be a waiting period before boarding and wait times may vary.

TRANSFERS
All LEGOLAND® attractions are ambulatory and require guests to transfer from a wheelchair to a ride vehicle by themselves or with the assistance of a companion. Model Citizens may not assist with transfers.

EVACUATION
In the event of an evacuation, guests may be required to walk certain distances, navigate stairs or narrow walkways, have a companion to assist, or wait in a vehicle for an extended period of time.

LEGOLAND® MALAYSIA RESORT
RIDES, SHOWS & ATTRACTIONS
The following sections provide detailed information on the rides and activities at LEGOLAND® Malaysia Resort. Please contact the ride operator at each attraction for boarding instructions. Health and safety information is also posted at the entrance of each attraction. In general, guests must fit properly into the ride vehicles and required safety harnesses. Guests with casts or missing appendages may not be able to ride for safety reasons. Check the posted safety guidelines at each attraction with the ride operator.

MINILAND
Extensive LEGO® model displays. This attraction is in an open space and guests can easily move around.

LEGO® KINGDOMS
Forestmen’s Hideout
Play area with interactive elements. The first and second levels of play are wheelchair accessible. A companion is recommended. Children must be supervised in this free play area.

Castle Stage
An outdoor theatre with limited seating. Viewing areas will accommodate guests in wheelchairs. Seasonal venue opening hours are subject to performances and availability. Please contact an usher for any special needs.

The Royal Joust
A back-and-forth bouncing horse ride. Children aged 4-12 must have upper and lower body control and strength to sit upright. Riders must be able to hold onto the ride vehicle at all times. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

The Dragon
A fast-moving roller coaster. Riders must have upper body control and will need a companion to assist with boarding. Riders must have both hands on the lap bar and must be able to stand up in the event of an evacuation. Wheelchairs will need to enter through the Castle exit via the lift. Sea ride operator for instructions. Guest must be able to walk for a short distance on their own.

Draco’s Apprentice
A fast-moving roller coaster. Riders must have upper body control and will need a companion to assist with boarding. Riders must have both hands on the lap bar and must be able to stand up in the event of an evacuation. Wheelchairs will need to enter through the Castle exit via the ride operator for instructions. Guest must be able to walk for a short distance on their own.

Merlin’s Challenge
A fast-spinning ride. Riders must have upper and lower body control due to centrifugal force of the ride. A companion is recommended for boarding and unloading. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

IMAGINATION
Kid Power Towers
This is an atmospheric ride. Riders must be able to sit upright, have upper arm strength and be accompanied by a companion. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

Build & Test
An indoor play/LEGO® building area. Accessible to all guests.

LEGO® Studios
An indoor theatre with seating. Strobe lighting effects are used. Viewing areas are available for wheelchairs. Please contact an usher for any special needs.

Observation Tower
A slow-moving platform that lifts above LEGOLAND® as it rotates, giving the visitor a 360-degree view of the Park grounds. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required.

DUPLO® Playtown
Play area geared for children. Accessible to all. Young children must be supervised in this free play area.

DUPLO® Express
A slow-moving train. Enter via general access only, kindly queue where required. Transfer is required.

Musical Fountain
Water play area accessible to all. Guests may get wet. Children must be supervised in this free play area.

For the most current information, including hours of operation and admission information, please visit legoland.com.